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This paper demonstrates the utility of neoclassical microeconomics for enhancing the analytical 
rigor of security-risk management. The cost-benefit analysis it presents determines optimum levels 
of three basic independent security variables: the investment in asset mitigation, the investment in 
the protective security system, and the physical performance of the security system. This approach 
is shown to be analytically equivalent to determining maximum business profit as a function of 
optimum levels of production/sales rate, and investments in advertising and the production system. 
Practical graphical and algebraic approached are demonstrated and strengths and weaknesses are 
assessed. This article thus underscores a common strategic foundation between the management of 
security risk in the public sector and the management of commercial production in the private sector.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents an elementary microeconomic analysis of security-risk management 
that addresses hazards in general, including military, terrorist, and criminal threats, as well 
as accidental and natural events. It assesses the optimum levels of physical performance 
of and investment in the security protection or response system, as well as investments 
in mitigation efforts to increase the resistance of the asset under threat. This paper thus 
provides a choice theoretic analysis via a utility objective function within the realm of 
risk management. The overwhelming emphasis in the field of security management has 
been on developing probabilistic approaches to risk analysis. Nevertheless, insufficient 
emphasis has been placed on deploying such models in risk management: the selection 
of security performance and investments to lower this risk in the most socially desirable 
manner possible. Th]is is revealed in the numerous security-risk management texts that 
offer at best a passing reference to economic utility-maximizing theory for optimizing 
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security investments (Broder and Tucker, 2012; Hopkin, 2018). This trend is unmistakable 
in the leading textbook in risk management (Yoe, 2019). 

A primary emphasis in the economic analysis in terrorism is the full economic loss 
from terrorism events rather than optimum counter-terrorism strategies. The research and 
publication record of the National Center for the Risk and Economic Analysis of Terrorism 
Events (CREATE) attests to that, as evidenced by the prominent study of the impact of a 
terrorist attack on the Port of Long Beach, along with other significant events involving 
tornadoes, hurricanes, infrastructure closures, and epidemics (Richardson et al 2014 and 
2015; Okuyama and Rose, 2019). Economists, to be fair, have used such sophisticated risk 
analysis to recommend risk-management policies, especially those involving insurance 
(Grossi and Kunreuter, 2005). Seo (2019) went so far as to include Pareto optimality 
considerations when discussing policy options to counter global warming. Unfortunately, 
such advanced analyses has had a marginal effect on the development of basic theory for 
professional emergency-management practitioners (McEntire, 2005). This is underscored 
by the absence of even the most elementary economic theory in the leading emergency-
management and physical-security textbooks (Cappola, 2015; Knoke and Penderson, 2015; 
Fennelly, 2017; Haddow et al., 2017).

Defense economists have countered this trend by deploying utility-maximing analysis 
in terrorism risk management. They have developed choice theoretic and rational actor 
models to determine maximize strategic advantage in Landes (1978), Enders and Sandler 
(1993, 2002), Phillips (2005), Caplan (2005), and Powell (2007). As concluded more 
recently by Schneider, et al (2015), while such models are limited by their static nature, 
they nonetheless provide an essential foundation for dynamic game-theoretic modeling. 
Prominent examples include Sandler and Arce (2003), Bueno de Mesquita (2007), and 
Powell (2007). One can add that the failure of static models to distinguish between direct 
costs and indirect costs or investments limits their utility for dynamic strategic analyses. 
The same investment in an offensive terrorist attacks or in a defending security response 
can furnish a wide range of performance levels and direct costs.

Choice-theoretic modeling in the economics of security reached the greatest analytical 
heights in the domain of information-security. Gordon and Loeb (2002) deployed prominently 
microeconomic cost-benefit reasoning to optimize the profitability or utility of a cyber-
security investment. Such a focus on optimizing security resources stands in contrast with 
terrorist analysis that assumes a given allocation of defensive resources (Powell, 2007). 
Willis (2008), to his credit, did adopt the economic logic of Gordon and Loeb’s model when 
assessing counter-terrorism investments, but neglected deploying their utility-maximizing 
analysis. The optimization analysis from the economics of information security has taken root 
in the development of return on security investment or ROSI as a fundamental criterion for 
strategic security effectiveness (Sonnenreich et al., 2006; Tsiakis and Pekos, 2008; Bhöme, 
2010; Yaqoob et al., 2019). Such work only addresses one generic mitigation dimension of 
investment, however. The domains of emergency management and physical security face 
a more complex challenge of allocating security investments in prevention, mitigation and 
preparedness for actions involving both response and recovery. Then again, so does the 
cyber-security domain as the sophistication and consequences of attacks increase. 
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This article demonstrates how a static net-utility gain or profit model can optimize both 
the performance of security response or protection forces, as well as investments in their 
preparedness and in mitigation to increase the resistance of the asset. It seeks, in other words, 
to apply elementary neoclassical microeconomic theory to provide a rigorous analytical 
means to optimize the basic strategic options in risk management. Just as neoclassical 
economics depends on accurate supply and demand curves, the analysis presented here 
assumes accurate risk analysis across a range of options. This paper therefore commences 
with the microeconomic objective function of a manufacturing firm’s profits in terms of 
physical performance of the product and production process, or production rate, as well 
as supply-side and demand-side investments, as derived in Steele (1995 and 2013). As 
discussed in Steele (2014), this profit objective function also functions equally effectively 
for analyzing the utility of militant organizations that seek to grow or prosper by executing 
or “producing” destructive acts or “destructs.” This stands in contrast to the equilibrium 
price analysis of Phillips (2005), which assumes a one-way exchange of terrorist resources 
via violent attacks to secure political influence. By simplifying the analysis in Steele 
(1995, 2013) by using discrete levels of investment and a single performance variable of 
production rate, this paper reveals how it can be optimized with graphical analysis. The 
second part of this paper applies such business reasoning to address the profitability or 
utility of security forces and mitigation efforts, especially from a public-sector perspective. 
Building on the long-run microeconomic analysis in Steele (forthcoming), it addresses 
the fundamental strategic question of what the optimum performance and investment in 
the security force’s system should be, as well as investment in enhancing the resiliency or 
reducing the vulnerability of the asset being protected. The same graphical analysis used 
in a business context will then be applied. The third part of this paper provides algebraic 
models to determine exactly via differential calculus these optimum parameters. While 
such analysis is original, it nevertheless rests on key modeling insights from Gordon and 
Loeb (2002). 

2. Optimizing Advertising and Production Investments for a Manufacturing Firm

Equation 1 represents a generalized profit model of a manufacturing firm, as developed in 
Steele (1995, 2013), which makes the simplifying assumption of a zero interest rate and a 
single performance parameter:

 S( , , , ) AVC( , , , ) [ ]s s p pq z A M q T q z P D q T A M P Dπ = − − + + +  (1)

π = profit ($)
S = average sales price ($/units sold)
AVC = average variable production cost ($/units made)
qs = sales rate (units sold/time)
qp =  physical performance level of the production system or production rate (units made/

time)
z = physical performance level of the product (speed, strength, range, capacity, durability…)
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A = advertising investment ($)
M = marketing investment ($)
P = production investment ($)
D = product-design investment ($)
T = life cycle of product (time)

This generalized profit model was originally derived to analyze the strategies of engineering 
or ‘high-tech’ firms that can make supply-side investments in designing, D, and producing, 
P, products with quantitative product-performance level, z, at a production rate, qp and sales 
rate, qs. The firm can also make demand-side investments in “marketing” or the design of 
the sales argument, M, and in “advertising” or the production and distribution of the sales 
argument, A. Steele (1995 and 2013) revealed the persistent mathematical features of the 
sales-price function, S(qs, z, A, M) and the average variable production cost, AVC(qp, z, 
P, D), that transcends particular technology or markets. The highly non-linear analysis 
required for maximizing profit analytically and its multi-dimensional nature, however, 
limited this function’s utility for professional education or undergraduate instruction 
beyond its service as a framework for qualitative strategic reasoning. 

Fortunately, this non-linear objective function can be simplified significantly to 
determine graphically optimum levels of performance for discrete investment options. 
Assume, therefore, the product is fixed, thus allowing marketing and product-design 
investments to be neglected as sunk costs. The sales rate, qs, and production rate, qp, 
are assumed to be equal and represented as q, thus reflecting efficient “Just in Time” 
management. The following profit equation thus emerges:

 [S( , ) AVC( , )] [ ]q A q P qT A Pπ = − − +  (2)

 ( ) ( )S , AVC , q A qT A q P qT P   π = − − +     (3)

Now let 

Total variable cost,  TVC(q, P) = AVC(q, P)qT (4)

Total revenue,  TR(q, P) = S(q, A)qT (5)

Total cost,  TC(q, P) = TVC(q, P) + P (6)

Net revenue,  NR(q, A) = S(q, A)qT – A (7)

When equations 6 and 7 get incorporated into equation 3, then

	 π = NR(q, A) – TC(q, P) (8)

Determining the optimum level of the six independent variables (q, z, A, M, P, D) 
to maximize the profit level in Eq. 1 requires a numerical solution of six nonlinear 
simultaneous equations, as Steele (2013) derived. Yet determining optimum levels of 
the three independent variables in eq. 2 can be performed with the far simpler graphical 
approach of elementary microeconomics—provided discrete options for investments in 
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production and advertising are available. The problem, in short, gets reduced to analyzing 
graphically 2-D functions.

$

P2

P1

TC(q, P1) = TVC(q, P1) + P1

TVC(q, P1)

TC(q, P2) = TVC(q, P2) + P2

TVC(q, P2)

Minimum Total Cost

q

Figure 1 Total variable cost, TVC, and total cost, TC,  
for two levels of production investment: P1 and P2

Figure 1 shows two total variable-cost curves representing the lowest possible direct 
or variable costs the firm’s manufacturing engineers and supply-chain managers can 
achieve with production investments options, P1 and P2. Although curiously neglected by 
neoclassical economists, business theorists, and industrial engineers alike, this exponential 
function readily emerges from the Cobb-Douglas production function (Steele, 2013). L is 
the variable labor cost that is directly related to the total variable cost, while P is the capital 
investment, a is a constant, and α and β are the output elasticities of labor and capital, 
respectively. 

 
1/

/( )
qL

aP

β

α β=  (9)

The variable cost, L, is directly proportional to production rate, q, and inversely proportional 
to capital investment, P. Hence, the production investment effectively drives down the 
variable costs at a given production rate, as illustrated in Figure 1. Likewise, When 0 < 
β < 1, then q1/b is the convex exponential function, as described in Figure 1. But using 
the Cobb-Douglas production function to model the relationship between variable cost, 
production investment and production rate of real manufacturing systems has a serious 
limitation. Variable cost includes material, energy, and waste costs in addition to labor 
wages, as Georgescu-Roegen famously noted in his critique of neoclassical economics 
(Daly, 1999). 
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Increasing the production investment budget from P1 to P2 in Figure 1 should push 
down or shift to the left the variable-cost function, if it is worth considering. By adding the 
constant function of production investment, P, to the total variable-cost function, TVC, one 
generates the total-cost function, TC. By combining the minimum sections or “scallops” 
(Chamberlin, 1948) of the total cost functions for P1 and P2 one generates a minimum 
total-cost function.

$ TR(q, A2)

NR(q, A2) = TR(q, A2) – A2

Maximum Net Revenue

q

A2

A�

TR(q, A�)

NR(q, A�) = TR(q, A�) – A�

Figure 2 Total revenue, TR, and net revenue, NR for  
two levels of advertising investment, A1 and A2

Figure 2 follows the same logic as Figure 1 except it addresses the total revenue and net 
revenue functions on the demand side. The total revenue function is concave due to the 
negative slope of the average sales-price function under monopolistic or monopolistic 
competition conditions. For perfect-market conditions, it would be an upward-sloping 
linear function, due to having a constant average sales-price function. This paper assumes 
monopolistic conditions due to its greater empirical validity for the security domain. As the 
production investment should push down or stretch to the right the variable-cost function 
if it is worthwhile, the advertising investment should push up or stretch to the left the 
total revenue function. The net revenue function is the total cost function from which the 
advertising investment is subtracted. The maximum net-revenue function represents the 
highest sections or “scallops” of the net-revenue functions for advertising investment 
options, A1 and A2. 
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Minimum Total Cost

q

$

P2

P1

TC(q, P1) = TVC(q, P1) + P1

TC(q, P2) = TVC(q, P2) + P2

NR(q, A1) = TR(q, A1) – A1

�(q*, A2, P2)

A1

A2

NR(q, A2) = TR(q, A2) – A2

Maximum Net Revenue

q* (Optimum Production Rate)

Figure 3 Profit maximization analysis for investment  
options in advertising, A1 and A2, and production, P1 and P2

Figure 3 represents the combination of the net-revenue functions in Figure 2 and the 
total cost functions in Figure 1. By locating the largest distance between these maximum 
net-revenue function and the minimum total-cost function, one can see how profit is 
maximized when the production rate is q* and when investments levels are P2 and A2. 
From a neoclassical-economics perspective, this is where the marginal revenue (the first 
derivative of the maximum net-revenue function) is equal to the marginal cost (the first 
derivative of the minimum total-cost function). 

This profit model of a manufacturing firm, capable of making both supply-side (production) 
investments and demand-side (advertising) investments, has significant security implications 
from the perspective of countering organized criminal organization that produce, distribute 
and sell contraband. Organized-crime organizations have the strategic option to increase 
their profits with both supply-side and demand-side investments. Mexican drug cartels, for 
example, can make a supply-side investment in bribing border-security officials to shift 
down their total variable cost function of shipping in cocaine from Colombia. They can also 
make a demand-side investment by attacking rival drug cartels to lower the aggregate supply 
reaching the U.S. markets, thus pushing up their total revenue function. Such investment 
reasoning on both the supply side and demand side also applies to terrorists or insurgents. 
As discussed in Steele (2014), Sunni militants in Syria can make supply-side investments 
in higher-grade weaponry and armor protection from Western Europe to decrease their 
variable cost of casualties in combat missions for a given attack rate. They can also make 
demand-side investments in filming such missions and posting them on YouTube to increase 
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both recruiting rates and funding from donors and recruits. Making and posting anti-Assad 
propaganda videos that seek to secure more local and international political support also 
represents a demand-side investment for the insurgents.

3. Optimizing Performance and Investment for a Security System

Let’s now consider security strategy from the perspective of a public-sector security force. 
This includes local fire and police departments, as well as emergency medical response 
units such as ambulance services. Public-sector forces can also include national border, 
immigration, prison, and drug-security forces, and ultimately national security forces such 
as the US Coast Guard and National Guard, not to mention the USDOD or UN peacekeeping 
missions. The limitation of the risk analysis from an internal business perspective is that 
the basic performance parameter, q, is the production rate of the firm, and is not related 
to performance of the security force tasked with its security. How then can one analyze 
the profitability or utility of the security force itself from the perspective of its system 
performance and its system investment?

This question was addressed in Steele (2014) where the focus was on a military force 
that produced units of destructive attacks or “destructs.” An economic analysis of the 
“production of destruction” ensued. With the ROI equation from Steele (1995 and 2013) 
as a guide, the resulting utility-maximizing analysis involved selecting optimum levels 
of destruct magnitude or performance level and production rate, as well as supply-side 
investments in maneuvering, lethality, intelligence, and protection, in addition to demand-
side investments in propaganda. 

To make such national-security analysis more applicable for the domestic-security 
domain, let’s assume the security system has the mission to lower the risk of accidental, 
intentional and natural hazards in that part of society over which they have jurisdiction. Such 
a service, however, comes with both a variable or direct cost, and investment or indirect 
cost. A fire-fighting station, for example, involves both the variable cost of firefighters’ 
salaries and their injuries, as well as the water and fuel required to operate the fire trucks. 
It also includes the security-system investments in trucks, water hoses, safety equipment, 
and training. Risk-reducing investments also include politically mandated or regulated 
spending to mitigate the risk of fire hazards within private homes and businesses, such as 
fire extinguishers, smoke alarms, and fire-resistant materials. A central strategic question 
for domestic security is how to optimize the total investments in the security system within 
the public sector and mitigation efforts within the private sector in order to maximize the 
net gain in utility of the security operation. The current COVID-19 pandemic, at the time 
of this writing, spells out this dilemma vividly with debates about how much to invest 
in supporting mitigation efforts such as social-distancing, mask-wearing, and vaccination 
versus how much to invest in security systems that perform such medical services as 
testing, emergency response, and hospitalization.

As articulated by the information-security economics community, the net-utility gain of a 
security campaign is measured by the difference between benefit it achieves in lowering risk 
and the full cost it incurs or total security cost. For the case of an external public-sector security 
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force, this security cost includes variable, fixed and/or investment costs. What then is the 
level of the independent variables the public sector can control, namely security performance 
level(s) and total investment, in order to maximize this net-utility gain? Some might argue 
that return on security investment (ROSI) should be considered once this analysis has been 
performed, of course, but net-utility gain (NUG) or net present value (NPV), to use the 
expression from finance, is the more fundamental strategic parameter. ROSI makes strategic 
sense when addressing security investments of for-profit firms in the private sector that seek 
to maximize the investment returns of its shareholders. In the public sector it makes less sense 
because both variable costs and investments for security operations are both resources funded 
by tax payers for which they expect sufficiently high declines in risk. 

To commence a utility analysis of the security domain, let’s now turn our attention 
back to the basic profit equation in in eq. 2, where R(z) is the risk for a given level of 
security-system performance, z.

 [ ](0, 0) S( , ) AVC( , ) R(0)  [ ]q A q P qT A Pπ = − − − +  (10)

This equation represents the profit or utility when no security system gets developed and 
deployed to reduce the risk from a particular hazard—the surrender option thus effectively 
gets selected. Eq. 11 shows the utility when the security force is considered. 

 [ ]( , ) S( , ) AVC( , ) TVCs( , ) R( )  [ ]z N q A q P qT z N z A P Nπ = − − − − + +  (11)

Here we see the total variable cost of the security force, TVCs, is modeled as a function 
of security-system performance, z, and security-system investment, N. Security-system 
performance, z, is a physical measure of the security service performed that directly 
affects both the variable cost of the security system and level of risk, but is assumed not 
to affect the average variable cost, AVC, of the manufacturing process being protected. 
The performance variable, z, is typically measured as a rate with respect to time. These 
include rescue rate of victims, rate of water pumped into a burning building, virus-detection 
and purging rate of cyber-security software, firepower or gunfire rate of tactical attack 
units, arrest rate of looters, and screening rate of passengers. Such performance does not 
necessarily involve a dynamic measure. The TSA test that ascertains the percentage of 
illegal weapons that get detected by the passenger screening system is one such static 
example. In the analysis that follows, it is assumed that only one performance measure, 
such as passenger screening rate, is considered. Additional performance measures, such as 
percentage of weapons detected, is assumed to be constant. 

What the security system investment directly reduces is not necessarily the variable 
operational cost of the security system, but rather the relationship between the variable 
cost and performance level. As discussed in Steele (2014), higher investment in defensive 
or safety equipment may either reduce the variable cost of injuries or fatalities for security 
personnel for a fixed-performance level, or generate higher security performance, like the 
rescue rate of victims in a burning building, for a constant variable-security cost. 

Again, it is important to note that the investment in the security system is not what 
affects the level of risk in society, but rather the performance of that system. A fire station 
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may have invested in numerous tanker trucks, but the reduction of risk depends on the 
performance of the fire trucks and their crews actually deployed to fight a fire. Security 
investments, in other words, are not a substitute for competent professional management, 
as the community-policing advocates and U.S. Marine Corps leaders often emphasize, but 
as security-industrial complexes famously downplay.

To determine net utility gain or NUG, we need to take the difference between the 
profit after and before the security system gets deployed, as shown in Eq. 11 and Eq. 10, 
respectively.

 NUG( , ) ( , ) (0,0)z N z N= π − π  (12)

 
[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]{ }
NUG( , )  S( , ) AVC( , ) TVCs( , ) R( ) – 

 S( , ) AVC( , ) R(0)  

z N q A q P qT z N z A P N

q A q P qT A P

= − − − + +

− − − − +
 (13)

 NUG(z, N) = R(0) – R(z) – TVCs(z, N) – N (14)
The net utility gain of a security force’s operation is thus the difference in risk it achieves, 
what it prevents from getting destroyed, minus its total cost. So, the strategic risk 
management question is: what level of security-system performance, z, will maximize the 
net utility gain of a particular security system when seeking to reduce the risk a particular 
asset faces? Figure 4 provides the solution for a fixed level of investment, N1.

The total variable cost function, TVC(z, N1) for a security system with a fixed system 
investment in Fig 4 is exponential, just as it is with commercial production systems. This 
relationship applies whether the security system is involved in producing the organized 
destruction or control of hazards such as police and fire fighting from a domestic security 
perspective or military forces from a national-security perspective, as discussed in Steele 
(2014). Bhöme (2010) also deploys such an exponential cost function for information 
security, although its specific meaning is not defined. Unlike Gordon and Loeb (2002) and 
many they influence, Bhöme does incorporate the security performance level as a central 
independent variable. 

This exponential variable cost function, with a constant system investment, applies to 
emergency-response systems in general. These include search and rescue teams locating 
lost people in forests and deserts, as well as Coast Guard units rescuing people when 
shipwrecked or caught in floodwaters and rip currents. A swift-water rescue force, when 
subject to a low rescue rate, can devote most of its system investment to acquiring well-
equipped rescue boats that require just a few crew members to pull out and resuscitate 
victims. But when higher rescue rates are demanded, more of the investment must go 
to training ever larger numbers of rescuers who are equipped with correspondingly less 
rescue hardware. As a result, the labor portion of the variable costs shoots up rapidly. 
And because the rescue crews face far greater risk from drowning themselves, given the 
increased pressure for rescues only with only ropes and floatation devices, the portion 
of variable cost due to death and injury to the rescuers also goes up dramatically. The 
same reasoning applies to techniques to revive victims who have stopped breathing. At 
low rates of rescue, the system investment can be devoted to such skill-saving devices as 
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defibrillators and breathing tubes. At high rates of life saving, the emergency personnel 
must be skilled in giving chest compressions and unaided mouth-to-mouth resuscitation 
since more of the investment must go to the logistics of transporting victims to hospitals, 
thus increasing labor costs. In short, the basic logic of the Cobb-Douglas production 
function applies equally to both security and production systems (Steele, 2014).

The risk function, R(z) should decrease as security performance increases. This can 
occur with a threat or intentional hazard by decreasing the probability of attack through 
deterrence and/or decreasing the magnitude of the attack should deterrence fail. The 
function of risk must be downward sloping to justify the higher variable cost of the 
security system that an increase in security-system performance, z, generates. Lewis (2015,  
pp. 90) describes such reasoning from a mitigation investment perspective along with 
lines of Gordon and Loeb, (2002). If it becomes horizontal or even start sloping upward, 
a tactical or technical limit has been reached in the performance where an increase would 
only reduce net-utility gain (NUG). Such counterproductive situations occur when higher 
increments of fire-fighting performance end up inflicting more loss due to water damage 
than loss prevented from the fire, or when SWAT teams unleash gunfire at rates so high that 
fire-discipline gets reduced and innocent bystanders get hit or excessive property damage 
occurs. Of course it can be politically contentious to specify when total variable costs start 
increasing. The Black Lives Matter protest movement clearly holds a political position over 
this issue. High-performance police techniques such as choke holds and overkill shooting 
tactics may work at reducing the total variable cost to risk-averse police personnel, but are 
boosting that cost when innocent victims are considered. As a result, the perceived NUG 
of the police force declines.

$

TCs(z, N1) = TVCs(z, N1) + N1

N1

R(0)

z*

R(z)

NUG(z*,  N1)

TVCs(z, N1)

z

R(0) – R(z)

Figure 4 Net utility gain, NUG, as a function of  
security-system performance, z, and Investment, N1
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Since NUG is the difference between the constant level of risk without any security 
performance, R(0), and the sum of the total cost, TCs(z) and risk, R(z), this function gets 
maximized when a performance level minimizes the sum of TCs(z) and R(z). It is more 
consistent with the cost-benefit reasoning approach of microeconomics to subtract R(z) 
from R(0) to acquire a security benefit function, as shown in Figure 5 and demonstrated 
in Gordon and Loeb (2002) as well as Bhöme (2010). The total cost-function can be 
subtracted from it to reveal the maximum level of NUG when the security performance 
level is z*, as shown in Figure 4. As discussed below, this renders analyzing optimum 
combinations of security system investment, which push down the total-cost function, and 
societal mitigation investments, which push up the security benefit function, as consistent 
with the business analysis presented above. 

$

N3

TVCs(z, N3)

Minimum
Total Cost
Function

TVCs(z, N2)

TVCs(z, N1)

N2

N1

NUG(z*, N1)

z*

R(0) – R(z)

TCs(z, N1) = TCs(z, N1) + N1

TCs(z, N2) = TCs(z, N2) + N2

TCs(z, N3) = TCs(z, N3) + N3

z

Figure 5 Optimum security-system performance, z*, and Investment, N1

Figure 5 reveals the problem of determining the optimum level of security-system 
performance and investment when given the choices of N1, N2 and N3, for a loss-savings 
benefit function, R(0) – R(z). The minimum total-cost function emerges by combining the 
lowest sections of the total cost functions for each investment choice. The optimum level of 
system performance, z*, and system investment, N1, can then be seen where the difference 
between these two functions is greatest, NUG(z*, N1). 

Again, two fundamental categories of investment exist in business strategy. Investments 
on the demand side (advertising and marketing) seek to push up or to the left the revenue 
or benefit function. Investments on the supply side (production and product design) seek 
to push down or to the right the variable-cost function. The basic strategic question thus 
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becomes how these investment options should be allocated to maximize profit or net 
present value (NPV). The security system investment, N, is analogous to the production 
investment, P, in pushing down the security system’s variable cost function on the supply 
side; the mitigation investment is analogous to the advertising investment in pushing up the 
risk reduction or security benefit function, R(0,0) – R(z, G), on the demand side.

The mitigation investment, G, represents spending to increase the resilience or decrease 
the vulnerability of the societal asset in question to lower the risk from a hazard’s impact. 
This can include technology that permits householders or employees to actively deter, 
block or fight off a hazard, such as a video camera, lighting system, fire extinguisher, 
face masks, flashlight, can of mace, and guard dog or training to detect online social-
engineering attacks. It can also include more passive technology to limit the damage once 
the hazard has impacted the asset, such as stronger structural elements, energy-absorbing 
barriers, anti-virus software and operating systems, as well as fire-retarding landscaping 
and roofs. Finally, this mitigation investment may also involve financial spending to lower 
the cost of rebuilding, repairing or replacing, such as home and medical insurance, backup 
systems, and political lobbying to secure relief funding. In short, the mitigation investment 
can run the full spectrum of security tactics that seek to decrease the asset’s vulnerability 
or the losses it endures to hazards. 

$

R(0)
B(z, G3) = R(0) – R(z, G3)

B(z, G2) = R(0) – R(z, G2)

B(z, G1) = R(0) – R(z, G1)

R(z, G1)

R(z, G2)

R(z, G3)
z

Figure 6 Risk, R, and benefit, B as functions of security-system  
performance, z, and mitigation investments, G1, G2 and G3

As shown in Figure 6, increasing levels of the mitigation investment, G1, G2 and G3 are 
worthwhile only when they push down or bend to the left the risk function R(z, G) by 
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decreasing the probability and/or magnitude of losses. That means they increase the effect 
of the security-system’s performance in reducing risk. Increasing the investment in fire 
extinguishers from G1 to G2, for example, enables a fire-rescue system to bring out far 
more living victims, R(z, G1) – R(z, G2) for a given security performance level, z, due to the 
lower density of smoke or intensity of fire generated. Such a performance measure could be 
the evacuation rate of victims from the burning building or exposure to smoke-free oxygen. 
Figure 6 also reveals how by pushing down the risk function, the mitigation investments, 
G1, G2, and G3, push up or to the left the security benefit or risk-reduction function from 
B(z, G1) to B(z, G2), and to B(z, G3). 

$

Maximum Net Benefit Function

G1

B(z, G3) = R(0) – R(z, G3)

B(z, G2) = R(0) – R(z, G2)

NUG(z*, G2)

G2

G3

B(z, G1) = R(0) – R(z, G1)

NB(z, G3) = R(0) – R(z, G3) – G3

NB(z, G2) = R(0) – R(z, G2) – G2

NB(z, G1) = R(0) – R(z, G1) – G1

z*
z

TC(z)

Figure 7 Maximum net utility gain, NUG as a function  
of security-system performance, z, and mitigation investment, G2

Figure 7 represents an analysis of NUG that results from the risk and performance functions 
presented in Figure 6. By subtracting the mitigation investments from the corresponding 
benefit functions, we get the net benefit functions. To simplify the analysis of maximum 
NUG, we can then create the maximum net benefit function by selecting the segments of 
the net-benefits functions that are of maximum value. The maximum level of NUG(z*, G2) 
emerges where the marginal function of this discontinuous net-benefit function is equal to 
the marginal total-cost function. 
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G3

$

Minimum Total Cost Function

G1

NUG(z*, N2, G2)

NB(z, G3) = R(0) – R(z, G3) – G3

NB(z, G2) = R(0) – R(z, G2) – G2

NB(z, G1) = R(0) – R(z, G1) – G1

z*
z

TC(z, N1)

TC(z, N2)

TC(z, N3)

Maximum Net Benefit Function

G2

N3

N2

N1

Figure 8 Maximum net utility gain, NUG as a function of security performance,  
z*, and both mitigation and security investments, G2 and N2

Figure 8 expands the NUG analysis in Figure 7 to include security-system total cost 
functions that are functions of security-system investment levels, N1, N2, and N3. If this 
problem was to be solved via a strictly algebraic approach, the NUG of the nine different 
combinations of mitigation and security-system investments would have to be calculated 
and the highest one selected. With this graphical approach that utilizes the discontinuous 
minimum total-cost and maximum net-benefit functions, the maximum NUG value at z*, 
N2 and G2 can be determined visually with far greater ease. 

4. Algebraic Optimization Analysis for Production and Risk Management

We now need to turn our attention to the issue of whether an exact algebraic analysis 
is possible for the optimization analysis presented above. Is the graphical approach of 
value because exact solutions are unobtainable or too demanding to secure? If they are 
obtainable, then under what conditions can exact or at least closed-form solutions be 
found? To answer these questions, let’s turn back to the earlier issue of this paper about 
optimizing the profits of a manufacturing firm or utility of a terrorist organization with 
both a supply-side or production/attack investment, P, and demand side or advertising/
ideology investment, A. 
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We need to start with an average-variable cost model that accounts for both production-
rate, q, and production-system investment, P. To keep things as analytically simple as 
possible, we will use

 ( ) 2AVC( , )   
1

= +
+

cq P h q
kP

 (15)

AVC(q, P) = [c/(kP + 1) + h]q2

$

q

AVC(q, P) = (h)q2 when P becomes infinite

AVC(q, P) = (c + h)q2 when P = 0

Figure 9 Average variable cost, AVC, as a function of production rate, q,  
when production investment, P, is zero and infinite.

Gordon and Loeb (2002, p. 446) use a more generalized approach, where risk is modeled as 
being inversely proportional to (kG + 1)b where G = mitigation investment. Eq. 15 concerns 
the variable cost of a production system that has a physical limit to the effectiveness of its 
system investment. Eq. 15 reveals how, without any production-system investment, P, 
AVC(q, 0) = (c + h)q2, as illustrated in Figure 9. When that investment becomes extremely 
large, AVC gets pushed down to approach hq2. That means fundamental physical limits 
have been reached that additional investment spending cannot overcome. One example is 
the maximum efficiency of a heat engine described by the Carnot Cycle in thermodynamics 
as a function of temperature difference. Another example might be a fully automated system 
that nevertheless still requires variable costs for maintenance labor and energy, thanks to 
basic principles of engineering mechanics in general and tribology in particular. We can 
determine the optimum values of q and N that maximize NUG by taking the derivatives 
of NUG with respect to each of them and setting them equal to zero to generate two 
simultaneous equations. Using the jargon of neoclassical economics, we are determining 
where marginal costs equal marginal benefits in the two dimensions of q and N. 

The sales-price function under monopoly or monopolistic competitive conditions 
is downward sloping, using basic neoclassical microeconomic theory. For the sake of 
analytical simplicity, we are assuming a linear function whose y-intercept ranges from 
a - v to a as advertising investment increases. We are also assuming that the increasing 
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advertising investment decreases the negative slope of the sales price function, as described 
in eq. 16.

 ( , )
1 1

  = − − +  + +   
v bS q A a g q

wA jA
 (16)

S(q, A) = [a-v] – [b + g] q  when A = 0

$

q

a

a-V

S(q, A) = (a-g) q  when A becomes infinite

S(q, A) = [a – v/(wA + 1)] – [b/(jA + 1) + g]q

Figure 10 Sales price, S, as a function of production rate, q,  
when advertising investment, A, is both zero and infinite

The y-intercept without any advertising investment, A, or sales rate, q, is therefore  
S(0, 0) = a – v, as illustrated in Figure 10. When the advertising investment gets extremely 
large, the y-intercept gets boosted up towards a. Likewise, the slope of the sales price 
function is –(b + g) without any advertising investment. When that investment grows ever 
larger, the slope converges to a limit of -g, thus pushing up the total revenue function,  
TR = S(q, A)q, albeit to diminishing degrees. When we incorporate this revenue model into 
our profit equation in eq. 2, one gets

 2  
1 1 1

v b ca g q qT h q qT A P
wA jA kP

       π = − − + − + − −       + + +      
 (17)

We will now need to take the derivative of this profit equation with respect to the three 
independent variables of q, A and P, then set them equal to zero to secure optimum values 
of these independent variables. 

 22 3 0
1 1 1

d v b ca g q h q
dq wA jA kP

    π    = − − + − + =       + + +      
 (18)
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2 2 1 0

( ) ( )1 1
jbTd wvTq q

dA jA wA
π = + − =

+ +
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3
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3 1 0
1

d ckT q
dP kP

π = − =
+
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Unfortunately, the algebra required to find optimum solutions for q, A and P quickly 
becomes overwhelming. So, this problem is suitable for numerical analysis only.

We can, however, seek the optimum level of only one investment and performance 
level. Let’s therefore assume the sales-price function, as modeled in eq. 16, has a fixed 
advertising investment level, thus simplifying it as
 TR = (a - bq)qT (21)
The new profit equation is 

 2 3  
1

caqT bq T h q T P
kP

 π = − − + − + 
 (22)

To obtain optimum values of q and P, we need to solve the following two simultaneous 
equations:

 22 3 0
1

d caT bTq h Tq
dq kP

π  = − − + = + 
 (23)

 
( )

3

2 1  0
1

ckTqd
dP kP

π = − =
+

 (24)

Solving eq. 24 for q gives
 2/3 1/3( 1) /( )q kP ckT= +  (25)
Substituting this expression for q into eq. 23 gives

 2/3 1/3 4/3 2/32 ( 1) / ( ) 3 ( 1) / ( ) 0
1

 − + − + + = + 
ca b kP ckT h kP ckT

kP
 (26)

  2/3 1/3 2/3 4/3( ) 2 ( ) ( 1) 3 ( 1) 0
1

 − + − + + = + 
ca ckT b ckT kP h kP

kP
 (27)

 2/3 1/3 2/3 1/3 4/3( ) 2 ( ) ( 1) 3 ( 1) 3 ( 1) 0− + − + − + =a ckT b ckT kP c kP h kP  (28)

Let  x = (kP + 1)1/3 (29)

  2/3 1/3 2 4( ) 2 ( )  3 3 0− − − =a ckT b ckT x cx hx  (30)

  4 1/3 2 2/33 2 ( )  3 ( ) 0+ + − =hx b ckT x cx a ckT  (31)
When numerical values of the constants are used, eq. 31 can then be solved using an online 
polynomial calculator, where the single positive solution, x* is selected, which permits 
the calculation of P* and q*. We can verify this analysis with a numerical example. Let  
h = 5, c = 10, T = 5, b = 30, a = 1000 and k = 0.001. We then get P* = 1577.55 and q* = 5.11.

A reasonable algebraic analysis thus emerges when seeking to optimize for production 
rate and production investment, when advertising investment is fixed or negligible. What 
about optimizing for advertising on the demand-side when the production investment is 
fixed? And what complications will the domain of risk management introduce? 

The net-utility gain equation in risk management, eq. 14 and modeled in Figure 8, is 
comparable to the profit equation of a manufacturing firm from a supply-side perspective. 
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Both involve a similar average-variable cost function that is proportional to production 
or performance-rate squared. This is not the case with the demand-side, however. The 
mitigation investment seeks to push up the risk-management benefit function, just as the 
advertising investment seeks to push up the sales price or revenue function. Unlike the 
marketing investment that pushes- up the sales-price level that generates no sales, the 
mitigation investment is assumed here to have no effect on the risk the asset faces when 
the performance level of the security system is zero. Increases in mitigation investment do 
increase the negative slope of the risk equation for a given level of performance level, z. 
This is modeled in Figure 6. Such a model assumes the mitigation investment cannot reduce 
the risk when no active security system is in operation either in protection or in response 
mode. One example is in physical security where mitigation investments in barbed-wire 
fences, locked doors, and safes generate no reduction in risk without an active security 
force that can apprehend the perpetrators. This is due to the human hazard or threat being 
well trained and equipped to overcome such obstacles. Another example is the building of 
trenches and anti-tank traps, as well as providing arms to the civilian population of a city 
to resist a possible siege of an invading foreign army, but without the aid of a professional 
military force or even a militia command structure. As a result, such a mitigation investment 
has virtually no effect in lowering the probability of the city’s capture because the civilian 
armed resistance is negligible to a determined professional military force.

A mathematical function that models these conditions, where NR is the net risk, is

 ( ) ( )AR , 
1 1

 
= + + + 

bz G a
k G z

 (32)

 ( ) ( )NR , 
1 1

 
= + − + + 

bz G a T G
k G z  (33)

0 < G1 < G2

$

z

AR(z, G) = [a + b/(1 + k(1 + G)z)]

a

a + b

AR(z, o) = a + b/(1 + kz)

AR(z, G1) = [a + b/(1 + k(1 + G1)z)]

AR(z, G2) = [a + b/(1 + k(1 + G2)z)]

Figure 11 Average risk, AR(z, G), as a function of security-performance rate, z,  
and increasing levels of mitigation investment, G
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AR(z, G) represents the average risk from a series of destructive events that occur over the 
investment life cycle, T, such that total risk, TR(z, G) = AR(z, G) T. As shown in Figure 11, 
when security-system performance level, z, and mitigation investment level, G, are both 
zero, then average risk is equal to a + b. The same is true when z is zero and G becomes 
extremely large. When G is zero, risk is equal to a + b/[1 + kz], which is less than a + b  
when z is greater than zero. As G increases, risk shifts down to a + b/[1 + k(1 + G)z], which 
is less than a + b/[1 + kz]without such an investment. As both z and G become extremely 
large, the value of risk converges down to the value of a, which represents a physical limit 
of any security response or mitigation effort.

With the model of risk as a function of mitigation investment and security-system 
performance in eq. 32, and the model of the average variable security-system cost of  
eq. 34, we can get an analytical equation for net utility gain of a security operation in eq. 
37. From a rescue perspective, note how if AVC is measured in units of ($/rescue) and z 
is measured in units of (rescues/time), then TC is measured in units of ($/rescue)(rescues/
time)(time) = $
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gg N h z
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 (34)
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If we make the security system investment a constant, N1, and simplify, where
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 (38)

we then get
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The two conditions for maximizing NUG are
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Simplifying eq. 40 gives

 [ ]22(1 ) 1 (1 )
3
+ = + + z

bk G z k G
c  (42)

Simplifying eq. 41 gives

 2[1 (1 ) ]bkTz k G z= + +  (43)
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Combining eq. 41 with eq. 42 gives

 3(1 )
3
+ =bk G bkTz
c  (44)

 31 3+ =G cTz  (45)
Substituting eq. 45 into eq. 43 gives

 
231 (3 ) = + bkTz k cTz z  (46)

 3 2 3 2 21 2 (3 ) (3 )bkTz k cTz z k cTz z= + +  (47)

 ( )2 8 49 6 1 0+ − + =ckT z ckTz bkTz  (48)

Solving eq. 48 with a polynomial calculator provides the optimum level of security-system 
performance, z*. Applying that value to eq. 45 gives the optimum level of mitigation 
investment, G*. To verify with a numerical example, if we let b = 100,000, k = 0.00001,  
c = 0.01, and T = 10, then z* = 51.91 and G* = 41962.75

The problem of determining optimum values of mitigation investment and security-
system performance is thus a straightforward algebraic operation, provided one has the 
computation means to solve an eighth-order polynomial. But this assumes the security 
context where a mitigation investment is worthless without an active security system in 
operation in either a prevention or response mode. But what about those situation where 
the mitigation effort alone can substantially reduce risk? Examples include an information 
security operations relying only on such mitigation efforts as training users to recognize and 
avoid social engineering traps like phishing, or where entry into secured files is controlled 
only with passive password software. The fire-safety domain provides other examples. 
Mitigation investments in fire extinguishers, overhead sprinklers, smoke alarms, and fire-
retardant materials have substantially reduced the risk of building fires in the twentieth 
century by themselves (Hensler, 2011). That risk relationship can be modeled by modifying 
the sales-revenue function in eq. 33, as shown in eq. 49

 ( )( , )
1 1

  
= + +  + +   

v bAR z G a
wG k G z  (49)

Here we see R(0, 0) = a + v + b, while R(0, G) converges on a + v as G becomes extremely 
large. R(z, 0) = a + v + b/(1+kz) while R(z, G) converges on a + b as both z and G become 
extremely large. 

Given the algebraic complexity of determining optimum values for the three independent 
variables, we can hold the mitigation investment constant and then determine the optimum 
level of security-system performance and investment. Let’s therefore incorporate eq. 49 
with eq. 35 to analyze NUG(z, N) with a constant mitigation investment, G1. And for 
manageable algebra, let’s square jN + 1.
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1 1
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For convenience, let c = k(1 + G1). The conditions for optimization now are

 2
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Simplifying eq. 51 gives us
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Solving for N in eq. 52 gives us:
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To simplify,  let m = (2gjT)2/3 (57)
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Applying eq. 58 to eq. 53 gives
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A quartic equation thus emerges that provides the optimum security-performance level, z*, 
which can then be applied to eq. 58 to determine N*. To verify with a numerical example, 
if b = 100,000; k = 0.00001, g = 10; j = 0.0005; h = 10, T = 10, and G1 = 70,000, and  
c = 0.7, then z* = 7.46 and N* = 4916 when an online polynomial calculator is used.
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5. Discussion

We can now compare the graphical and algebraic approaches for developing strategic 
cognition from the perspectives of both public-sector security and private-sector 
production. The algebraic approach reveals the ability to model specific risk and variable 
security cost functions, and then leverage the power of differential calculus to determine 
optimum levels of mitigation and security-system investments, as well as security-system 
performance. From a commercial enterprise perspective, one can also model algebraically 
the sales revenue and variable production-cost functions to determine optimum levels 
of advertising and production investments, as well as production rate. In the interest of 
minimizing analytical complexity, the models presented here assume a basic hyperbolic 
1/N function when considering investment and a quadratic z2 function for average variable 
cost. Yet despite such simplification, some encouraging results emerged when seeking 
optimum solutions. 

In the private-sector business domain, seeking optimum values of production rate, 
production investment and advertising investment result in three simultaneous equations 
involving two binomials and a cubic that were impossibly complex to reduce to a single 
polynomial, especially from the perspective of undergraduate manual analysis. But when 
the advertising investment was fixed, a fourth-order polynomial emerged. Shifting to the 
security domain, the model of risk was first used where mitigation investment had no effect 
on risk when the security-system performance is zero. Under that condition, an eight-order 
polynomial emerged when the security-system investment was held constant and optimum 
values of security-system performance and mitigation investment emerged. This result 
could be viewed as being a direct extension of the Gordon-Loeb model, where the variable 
cost of a security system and its physical performance are considered. To broaden this 
analysis, that mitigation investment was assumed to affect risk when the performance level 
of the security system is zero. A quartic equation emerged under these conditions when the 
mitigation investment is fixed and optimum solutions for security-system performance and 
investment are sought. 

Solving higher order polynomials is a daunting task from an algebraic perspective, 
especially for orders higher than four. Solving systems of polynomial equations is an 
advanced mathematical research topic (Sturmfels, 2002) that is beyond the scope of this 
paper. Nevertheless, advanced numerical approaches have become available as software 
products (Bates et al, 2013), and convenient polynomial calculators are now available 
online. Thus, the complexity of some of the analytical solutions sought in this paper 
hardly invalidates this approach. Don’t forget how calculating internal rates of return 
(IRR) in finance also requires solving higher-order polynomials (Luenberger, 1998, p. 23). 
These demands nevertheless limit the appeal of fundamental analysis in undergraduate 
and professional education. After all, MBA programs in the United States no longer 
require knowledge of elementary calculus. Likewise, the basic orientation of neoclassical 
economics was built to appeal to audiences that are ignorant of differential calculus—hence 
the seemingly awkward concepts of marginality and elasticity that require differential 
calculus to clarify to at least the satisfaction of this student of applied mechanics.
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Compared to the algebraic approach, the graphical approach has clear limits when 
analyzing optimum investment and performance to maximize both manufacturing profits 
and security utility. It can only determine the optimum choice of discrete investment 
options, and its accuracy is limited by the drafting skill and visual acuity of the analyzer. 
Despite such limitations, it does offer an illuminating view of the basic mechanics of 
profit or utility maximization. Both strategically optimum, suboptimum, and downright 
disastrous options are readily apparent, and sensitivity to variations of parameters can be 
demonstrated with ease. Meanwhile, the educational prerequisite required is only a basic 
understanding of algebra and Cartesian geometry that ninth-graders in U.S. high schools 
routinely receive. When compared to the calculus demands of the algebraic approach, 
the graphical approach presented here has important advantages. It allows for students 
of both business and security to learn to appreciate persistent analytical structures and 
resulting trade-off opportunities that pervade their strategic-management domains. At the 
very least, it spells out the common analytical foundation of both production and security 
management that rarely gets acknowledged. After all, few in the remarkably sophisticated 
field of information-security economics seem willing to apply their optimization analysis 
of mitigation to optimizing investments in commercial production. 

Complaints can be legitimately made about this paper that no effort was made to base 
the underlying models of price or loss savings and variable cost and investment on specific 
quantitative data. It stands in direct contrast to the effort the mathematician Cobb and the 
economist (and hard-charging Marine and liberal Senator) Douglas took to analyze vast 
quantities of data when synthesizing their famous production function (Cobb, Douglas, 
1928). Then again, this paper is seeking only to reveal a common analytical foundation 
of business and security-risk management that has been articulated only indirectly, 
incompletely or qualitatively until now. Besides, neoclassical economics textbooks are 
filled with empirically dubious models, like the famous linear crisscrossing supply and 
demand curves of Marshall’s partial equilibrium analysis, the U-shaped production curve 
that persists since the 1920s despite the absence of empirical evidence, or Chamberlin’s 
influential yet unlikely monopolistic competition model where design changes have no 
effect of the product’s production cost or sales price. The models presented here reflect 
the persistent functional relationship between variable cost, investment and production 
rate contained in the Cobb-Douglas model. Likewise, the initial and final conditions of the 
risk models deployed in this paper are empirically valid, even if the specific shape of the 
hyperbolic downward-sloping risk curve was selected for analytical convenience. 

Some will nevertheless argue that it remains extremely hard if not impossible to predict 
in advance when the effect a continuous increase in investment will have on a continuous 
cost, revenue and risk functions, given all the dynamic factors that can swamp such 
predictions. As a result, analyzing generalized profit versus investment and performance 
equations is a professionally meaningless “scholastic” pursuit. The harsh professional 
reality is that effective strategic planning demands reasonable estimates of these functions, 
which can be made more accurate as new information is acquired through experience. This 
in turn leads to new calculations of optimum approaches to investment and performance—
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an iterative process discussed in Steele (1995). But even without empirically valid data, the 
theory presented here is of value from an educational perspective to inculcate how exactly 
the basic investment and performance options are coupled analytically. As a result, less 
hands-on experience is required for effective professional management to understand basic 
investment and performance options, as well as constraints. Neither a wealth-preserving 
security professional nor a wealth-building business manager should ever learn so 
expensively from experience what can be taught so affordably through theory. Engineering 
education has demonstrated this principle since the 18th century, where calculus-based 
theory gets taught even though it gets rarely applied quantitatively in practice. The 
overwhelming value of such education lies in enhancing the students’ ability to exercise 
abstract reasoning rigorously, albeit qualitatively, to solve practical problems efficiently.

6. Conclusion

This paper demonstrates how the fundamental objective functions of business profit and 
security utility presented in Steele (2013, 2014 and 2016) can be simplified in to calculate 
optimum values when augmented with specific benefit functions of destructive loss 
savings or sales revenue, as well as specific variable production or security-system cost in 
terms of performance and investment. Such calculations were made with both graphical 
and algebraic representations of these cost and benefit functions. While the graphical 
approach was amenable for determining the optimum value of a restricted number of 
investment options, it could handle both supply-side and demand-side investments, as 
well as security performance or production rate. The algebraic approach could provide 
generalized solutions, but convenient solutions were restricted to only one investment and 
performance variable and to simple analytical models of variable cost and benefit. Despite 
such limitation, this paper demonstrates that neoclassical microeconomics has the potential 
to furnish more rigorous education in strategic management, in both the business and 
security-risk domains, than has been realized so far. Finally, this paper provides additional 
evidence of a Newtonian-style synthesis between public-sector security and private-sector 
business studies—something recognized by Clausewitz in the early nineteenth century, 
articulated by Bernard Brodie in the mid-twentieth, and assumed in the rational-actor 
models of terrorism and criminal justice during the late twentieth and early the twenty-first 
centuries. 
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